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It is shown that two-dimensional convex structures with certain natural properties are join-hull 
commutative. The main intermediate step is the computation of the so-called exchange number. 
We also give two examples of three-dimensional convexities which are not join-huh commutative. 
The second one has certain additional properties showing that the main theorem is sharp in 
many other respects. These properties are obtained from a study of convex hyperspaces. 
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Uniformizable or metrizable convex structure 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
1.1. Generalities. By a convex structure is meant a set X, together with a convexity 
on X, that is: a collection of subsets of X (called conuex sets) which is closed for 
intersection and for updirected union. The smallest convex set including a subset 
A is the (convex)hull of A, h(A). The hull of a finite set is called a polytope, and 
the hull of a two-point set is an interval. X is join-hull commutative provided that 
for each nonempty convex set D and for each point x EX, 
A topological convex structure consists of a set equipped with a convexity and a 
topology, such that polytopes are closed. Such a structure is called closure-stable 
if the closure of each convex set is convex again. A convexity preserving (CP) 
function between convex structures is a function inverting convex sets to convex 
sets. A topological convex structure X is (semi-)regular if every convex closed set 
can be separated from every polytope (every point) in its complement by a 
continuous CP function (CP map) X + [0, 11. 
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A subset Y of a topological convex structure X is in continuous pa&ion provided 
for each convex open set 0 of X meeting Y, 
0-n Y =Cly(On Y). 
Then X is said to have the continuity property if each of its convex subsets is in 
continuous position. 
General references for (topological) convexity theory are [3, 5, 141. We will 
assume throughout that all singletons are convex. 
In [16], we investigated the relationship between the dimension of a topological 
convex structure and certain of its ‘invariants’. Some of these results involve join-hull 
commutativity as a condition, and the present paper arose from an attempt to 
remove this condition from our results. This leads us to the following somewhat 
unexpected theorem: 
1.2. Theorem. Let X be semi-regular, closure stable, with compact polytopes and 
with the continuity property. If X is connected and if C cX is convex and at most 
two-dimensional, then C (with the relative convexity) is join-hull commutative. 
A basic example to which this theorem applies consists of [w* equipped with a 
convexity generated by a point-separating family of functionals R* + R (a sublinear 
convexity). Proofs are given in Section 2 below. 
The dimension function involved in this theorem is the so-called convex (small 
inductive) dimension, cind, which was introduced in [14] and studied in [15]. Recent 
results show that cind equals any one of the usual dimension functions under 
circumstances comparable to the ones considered here. See [17], [9]. 
For a topological convex structure X, cind X is defined by the following two rules: 
(i) cindX=-1 iff X=8; 
(ii) cind X 5 n + 1 (where n <co) iff for each convex closed set C and for each 
xk C there exist convex closed sets D, E with 
DvE=X, CnE=8, x&D, cindDnE<n. 
A finite set F c X is said to be: degenerate, if the polytopes h (F\(x)), x E F, have 
a point in common; reducible, if h(F) is included in the union of the sets h (F\(x)), 
x E F; interchangeabfe, if for each u E F, h (F\(u)) is included in the union of the 
sets h (F\(x)), x E F, x f u. 
The kelly, Carathf?odory, and exchange number of X are denoted by R, c, e 
respectively. They are determined as follows: R c n (resp. c < n, B < n) iff every finite 
set with n + 1 or more points is degenerate (resp. reducible, interchangeable), see 
[ll, 12, 161. 
The main intermediate step in proving Theorem 1.2 is an argument, establishing 
that ca3 and 4~3 on C. On the other hand, it was shown in [14,2.9] that (under 
very mild conditions) a convexity with R < 2 must be join-hull commutative. If, in 
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Theorem 1.2, ‘semi-regularity’ is replaced by ‘regularity’, then Rc3 holds on C 
by [16, 2.11. These facts lead us to the following questions: 
Is every convex structure (with the ‘usual’ properties) of dimension ~3, or with 
R c 3, or with c s 3, join-hull commutative?’ 
The answers are all in the negative. Euclidean 3-space with a ‘sublinear’ convexity 
generated by four functionals is perhaps the simplest example of a 3-dimensional 
convexity (with further properties as in 1.2) which is not join-hull commutative. 
However, its Helly and Caratheodory number are equal to 4. 
We have therefore developed a somewhat more complicated example which is 
not only 3-dimensional, but also satisfies R = c = 3. Its exchange number equals 4, 
which confirms what could have been expected from the argument proving 1.2: 
the exchange number is decisive. 
This second example is a convex subset of the convex hyperspace of the plane, 
equipped with a sublinear convexity generated by three functionals. To establish 
the various additional properties of this example, we have included some general 
results on convex hyperspaces not considered in our paper [19] dealing with this 
topic. See Section 3 below. 
An interesting additional feature of these ‘sublinear’ convexities on Euclidean 
n-space is to provide an appropriate environment for restricted separation 
properties of ordinary polytopes, [l]. 
1.3. Some further notation and terminology. A convex structure is usually denoted 
by a set symbol X, . . . , only. Its convexity will then be denoted by ‘Z(X). For a 
topological convex structure X, %*(X) will denote the collection of all nonempty 
convex closed sets. The boundary of a set A will be denoted by A’. 
By a half-space is meant a convex set with a convex complement. The boundary 
of an open half-space is called a hyperplane. Note that hyperplanes in a closure-stable 
convexity are always convex. 
A set-theoretic convex structure is called Sa, if each convex set is the intersection 
of a family of half-spaces; S4, if every two disjoint convex sets are in complementary 
half-spaces. See [3] for the latter notions. Results of [3] were employed in [14] to 
establish that semi-regularity implies Sa and that regularity implies Sq. 
2. Proof of the main theorem 
We first derive the following auxilliary result. 
2.1. Proposition. Let X be semi-regular, with compact polytopes, with connected 
convex sets, and with Caratht!odory and exchange number at most 3. Then X is 
join-hull commutative. 
’ The question concerning c was suggested by the referee in a comment on an earlier version of this 
manuscript. 
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Proof. Let Do c X be a nonempty convex set, and let K E X. Clearly, 
(1) 
and equality holds if u E Do. So assume K &Do, and let 
x E h ({U} u Do). 
If x E Do, then x is in the left-hand set of (l), and we assume henceforth that x r$ Do. 
By the second axiom of convexity, there must already be a polytope P c Do such that 
x Eh({U}UP). 
Hence the collection 
$3 = {D : D compact convex, D c Do, x E h (D u {u})} 
is nonempty. Let (Di)isr be a chain in 9. We show that 
h(~rDiuIu})=(?lh(Diu{U}). 
The inclusion ‘c’ being obvious, suppose that 
y~h(fJ~iu{u]). 
ier 
(2) 
As ni.rDi u {u} is compact and as c <co, we find that its hull is closed, [15,2.14], 
and by semi-regularity there is a closed half-space H of X with 
y~H,h(r)Diu{u})cX\H. 
ial 
Then ni.rDi u {M} is included in X\H, whence for some i E 1, 
Di U{L4}cX\H (compactness Of Di). 
Hence, 
y @ X\H 3 h (Di U {u}), 
and y is not in the right-hand set of (2). 
It follows from (2) that $3 is inductively ordered downwards, and hence that 
there exists a minimal set D E 9. Again by the second axiom of convexity, D must 
be a polytope, say: 
D = h(F), F={al,...,a,}. 
Assume F to be minimal moreover with the property that D = h(F). As c == 3, we 
can find a subset G c F u(u) with at most three points, such that x E h(G). Since 
x is not in Do 1 D, we have of necessity that u E G, whence p s 2. Note that p = 1 
gives the desired result. So assume p = 2. As h{al, a*} is connected and as X is Tt, 
we can fix a point 
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As 8 G 3, we find that 
Mar, a2, IcIchb1, u, uIuh(a2, u, u}uh{a1,a2, VI. 
The third set on the right is included in Do, and hence it cannot contain X. Hence 
for some i E {1,2}, say, i = 1, we must have 
x E h{a*, u, u}. 
LetH~Xbeahalf-spacewithv~H,a2~H.Asv~h{u,,u2},wefindthatu~~H, 
and hence that h{ur, v} is properly included in h{ut, u2} =D. But this contradicts 
with the minimality of D. q 
2.2. A computation of c and e. Let X be as in 1.2: a connected space, equipped 
with a semi-regular closure-stable convexity with compact polytopes and with the 
continuity property. C is a convex subset with cind C s 2. 
By [14,4.5], every compact subset of X which is in continuous position must be 
connected. Polytopes being compact, we conclude from the second axiom of 
convexity that all convex subsets of X are connected. 
LetF=(ut,..., up, a} be a subset of C withp + 1 > 3 members. We will show that 
to the effect that c~3 and 8~3. To this end, assume (1) does not hold, and pick 
a ‘provisional’ point 
X’EP=h(F) 
\ 
5 h(F\{Ui}). 
i=l 
By semi-regularity and by the second axiom of convexity, there is an open half-space 
Or of X which is maximal with the properties 
F\iaIIc 01, x’iz 01. 
Closure-stability, connectedness of X, and semi-regularity again, then imply that 
X’E 0;. Note that al&Or since X’E h{ar, . . . , up, a}, and ~2,. . . , up, a are in Or. 
C being finite-dimensional, so is its convex subset 0; n/z(F). Then by [14,6.12], 
the collection . 
C0 = n {D : D c 0; n h(F) is dense.and convex} 
is itself a dense convex subset of 0; n h (F). By the continuity property, X’ is in 
the h (F)-boundary of O1 n/r(F). As P is an h(F)-neighborhood of x’, we can fix 
a new point 
XEConP, 
which will henceforth replace the original point x’. 
(2) 
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With an argument as above, we can find open half-spaces 02, O3 of X, such that 
F\{ai} c Oi 7 XEO;, Ui& Oi (3) 
for i = 2,3. Note that (3) is also valid for i = 1. Put 
Ei=Oinh(F), i=l,2,3. (4) 
Note that these sets are compact convex. Also, Ei is a relative hyperplane in h(F) 
by the continuity property of X, and hence by [15,2.7], 
cind Ei < cind h(F) s cind C G 2. 
Consequently, Ei is at most one-dimensional, and by definition of cind, every two 
points of Ei can be separated with a third one. In other words: Ei is a compact tree. 
All convex sets in Ei are connected. Unicoherence of Ei, [20,9.1], clearly implies 
that Ei has Helly number ~2. By [6, 1.71, a tree can carry only one semi-regular 
convexity of Helly number ~2, namely the one consisting of all connected subsets. 
Consequently, every connected subset of Ei is convex in X. Note that E1 has more 
than one point: we have a2 E 01, al ei 01, whence by the connectedness of convex sets, 
0#h{aI,a2}n00; ch(F)nO; =EI. 
A point in this intersection must be different from x since x is not in h(F\{a3}) 2 
hfal, ad. 
If x were an endpoint of El, then Ei\{x} were a connected - hence convex - 
subset of E1, contradicting with (2). So x is a cutpoint of Ei. As 0; nEl and 
0; nEI are relative hyperplanes of E1, each of them must be O-dimensional and 
hence they consist of only one point, which must then be x: 
O;nEI={x}=O;nEl. (-9 
On the other hand, we have 
a EOlnh(F), algOlnh(F), 
whence 
0#h{a,aI}nO~nh(F)~02n0~nE~. (6) 
By (5) and (6), the connected sets 02nEt and O3 nE1 meet, and have x as their 
common boundary. It then follows that 
02nEl = 03nE1. 
By the continuity property, 
E1\O; = Ei\Cl(Ei n 02) = Ei\Cl(El n 03) = El\OT, 
and this set is nonempty since x is a cutpoint of E1. We conclude that 
int(X\Oz) n int(X\Os) nE1 Z 0, 
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and by the construction (4) of Et, we can fix a point 
y E int(X\Oz) n int(X\03) n 01 n h(F). 
We find that 
187 
h{y,a3}ttX\O3)nO1nh(F), y&02,a3~02, 
h{a2,a}c03nO~nh(F), a2&02,aE02. 
By (7), (8), and by the connectedness of convex sets, we can find points 
(7) 
(8) 
u E (X\O3) n O1 n 0; n h(F), 
w E03nOlnO; nh(F). 
See Fig. 1. Consequently, h(u, w} meets 0; n h(F) = E3, whereas 
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Fig. 1. 
We may conclude that there is a point 
z~0~nE~nE~. 
Note that z f x since x& Ot. 
This leads to a contradiction as follows. We have 
a EOxnh(F), a3&03nhhF), 
whence h(a, a3} meets E3 = 0; n h (F). Also, h{a, as} c 02, and hence 02 meets 
E3. Then the relative hyperplane 
0;nE3=Oinh(F)nE3=E2nE3 
of E3 is O-dimensional and hence a singleton, whereas t #x are both in E2 n E3. 
We are forced to conclude that (1) is correct. Cl 
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2.3. Remarks. It was shown in [14, 2.9, 4.31 that a semi-regular convexity with 
compact polytopes and with a Helly number G2 is closure-stable and has the 
continuity property, and that such convexities are join-hull commutative. Hence 
Theorem 1.2 is new for R 2 3 only. 
On the other hand, if ‘semi-regularity’ is replaced by ‘regularity’, then a 2- 
dimensional convex set as in 1.2 must satisfy RG 3. In these circumstances, one 
only has to verify that 4 < 3: indeed, by [12, 10.91, the Caratheodory number satisfies 
the inequality 
c G max{R, e - l}, 
and hence c s 3 follows from RS 3 and from 8 s 3 (or even es 4). 
2.4. Example. A convexity %’ on a set X is generated by a collection Y of subsets 
of X if Yc ‘% and if (e is the coarsest convexity with this property. In these 
circumstances, Sp is called a subbase for %‘. Equivalently, [3, p. 81, every polytope 
of %’ is the intersection of a subfamily of .Y’. 
Let S’r be a collection of linear maps [w” + R. The family, consisting of all sets of 
type 
f-‘[t, +) or f-Y+, tl, tER, fE9, 
generates a convexity on I@‘, which is coarser than the ordinary (linear) convexity. 
To meet with the requirement (see 1.1) that singletons be convex, 9 is assumed 
to be point-separating. The resulting convexity will be called a sublinear convexity. 
Proposition. Let %’ be a sublinear convexity on R”. Then ‘% is a closure-stable 
convexity with compact polytopes and with the continuity property. Also, % is semi- 
regular if n s 2 or if % is generated by finitely many functionals. In particular, every 
sublinear convexity on R* is join-hull commutative. 
Before starting with a proof, we note that on R3 a sequence of functionals can 
be constructed which generates a non semi-regular convexity. Representing func- 
tionals by points on the 2-sphere, such a sequence can be pictured as a sequence 
of points converging to the north pole, and remaining strictly within one octant of 
the sphere. One should take care that the entire sequence is not included in a great 
circle, for otherwise the functions are not point-separating. If the sequence is close 
enough to a bounding meridian of the octant, then one of the two axes not going 
through the north pole is a convex set which cannot be separated from a point in 
the equator plane. 
Proof of the Proposition. Compactness of ‘%‘-polytopes follows from the fact that 
the generating collection, 9, of functionals is point-separating, and the continuity 
property follows from the corresponding fact on the linear convexity of R”, [14,4.4]. 
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Next, note that %? is invariant under translation and under scalar multiplication. 
Closure-stability can be derived from this as follows. Let C E %‘. Up to translation, 
the origin 0 is in the core of C, that is: 0 is interior to C relative to the smallest 
affine flat F(C) including C. Then 
c-=nt.c, 
r>1 
which is in $7 again. Let us note that (in the same circumstances) 
core(C) = U t . C, F(C)=IJt*C 
osrc1 OSI 
where the sets t . C are increasing with t. Hence core(C) and F(C) are also in %‘. 
For each f~ 9, the sets of type f-‘[t, +) or f-*(+, t] are easily seen to be 
V-half-spaces. % being generated by such sets, we find that each polytope is the 
intersection of (subbasic) O-half-spaces. Hence by [3, p. 261, every convex set of 
%’ is the intersection of V-half-spaces (which need no longer be subbasic). Hence 
(R”, %) is Sr. 
To establish semi-regularity, first note that 
(1) if H is a V-half-space, then int H = core H and H- are in %, from which it 
follows that both int H and H- are %-half-spaces; 
(2) if H is a closed half-space for %, then by translation invariancy of V the 
functional determined by this half-space inverts sets of type [f, 3) or (+, t] into 
members of 5%’ and hence this functional is CP. 
Therefore, it suffices to show that for a closed C E % and for an x& C there exists 
a closed %-half-space H with C cH and xrZ H. 
Assume first that n ~2. For C a singleton, there is nothing to prove since 9 is 
point-separating. If C is one-dimensional, we distinguish between two possibilities. 
(i) x EF(C). Pick c E core C and let d be the last point of C in the line segment 
[c, x]. Then a closed V-half-space H with d EH, x&H, will do the right job. 
(ii) x.&F(C). As F(C) is in %’ and as 5%’ isS3, there is a %-half-space H with 
F(C) = K x&H. 
After minimizing H with these properties, we find that F(C) c H-\int H, and hence 
that F(C) = H’ (both are l-dimensional flats). Consequently, x&H-, and the latter 
is a V-half-space by (1) above. 
Finally, let C be 2-dimensional. Take a point d E C\int C on a line joining some 
c E int C with x. There is a %-half-space Ho with 
int Cc Ho, d&Ho. 
Note that Ho can be replaced by int Ho: we assume Ho to be open. Then by the 
continuity property of the linear convexity, 
Ho n [c, x] = Cl(Ho n [c, x]) = [c, d], 
showing that x&Ho. 
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We now concentrate on the case where 9 is finite and n arbitrary. Formally, 
each single f E 9 already generates a convexity (though not with convex singletons), 
and % can be regarded as the ‘join’ of these convexities. By [3,1.7], each member 
of such a finite join can be obtained as an intersection of convex sets, one from 
each of the constituents. It easily follows that each closed C E %’ is the intersection 
of closed (subbasic) half-spaces of V, establishing semi-regularity. 0 
2.5. First counterexample. Let fi, f2, f3: R3 -+ IR denote the projections onto the ith 
coordinate, i = 1, 2, 3, and let f4 = fl +f2 ff3. The sublinear convexity %‘, generated 
by these four functionals is not join-hull commutative. 
Indeed, let h be the hull operator of %‘, and let C = h{c’, c”), where 
c’ = (0, :, +,, cU = (0, 0, a,. 
Consider the point 
x = (t, I, 0). 
If the set D = lJceC h{x, c} were convex, then it should include the hull of c” E C c D 
with the point 
y’=(~,f,&h{c’,x}dl 
However, consider the following point of h{c”, y’}: 
y = (f, 093, 
and suppose that y is in h{c,x} for some c E C. The fact that c E C gives rise to 
four inequalities expressing that fi(C) is in between fi(C’) and fi(C”). The fact that 
y E h{c, x} leads to four other inequalities expressing that fi(y) is in between fi(c), 
and fi(X). Solving these inequalities for c gives 
f1(c)=O, f2(c)=O, f&)4, f&)= 1, 
contradicting that fl + f2+ f3 = f4. 
It is easy to see that R, c G 4 (and, in fact, that R = c = 4). •l 
2.6. Remark. Let %’ be a finitely generated sublinear convexity on R”. As we 
observed at the end of 2.4, %’ has a subbase of type 
i=l 
where each Yi is a ‘convexity’ generated by a single functional, and each C E %’ 
equals an intersection of type nf=i Ci, where Ci E Yi. Each member of 9’i is an 
open or closed half-space of R” for the linear convexity. If H is a half-space 
for %, and if H&9’, then H is a proper intersection of open or closed half-spaces 
which are mutually incomparable, and this is not possible. Hence aff %-half-spaces 
are in 9. 
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In [l, p. 1351, an example was given of a 3-simplex in R3 which cannot be 
separated from a disjoint translated copy by means of a hyperplane parallel to one 
of the faces. These simplices can be regarded as convex sets in a sublinear convexity, 
generated by four well-chosen functionals. Such a convexity is always S3 (see 2.4) 
and its half-spaces are all of the subbasic type. Hence this particular convexity is 
not Sq. 
Abstract convexity can offer an argument why certain convexities fail to be Sd. 
Recall [16] that the Radon number of a convex structure X is the supremum 
of all n <CO such that there exists an ‘independent’ set with n or more points. 
‘Independent’ means that for each partition of the set into two subsets Fi, F2, 
h(F,)n h(F2) =0. Let F be independent, and let X be &. If F has II points, then 
we consider two possibilities: 
(i) IZ is even. Let 9’ be the collection of all ‘fifty-fifty’ partitions of F. If {F1, Fz} E 9, 
then there must be a half-space H(F1, F2) including F1 and missing Fz (we also fix 
a preference between F1 and FJ. This leads us to 
$!/($n)!($n)! 
many half-spaces which are pairwise intersecting, incomparable, and non-supple- 
mentary. 
(ii) n = 2p + 1 is odd. Fix x E F and let P be the collection of all partitions {F1, Fz} 
of F with x E F1, and such that F1 has p points. Each member of P leads us to a 
half-space including the smaller set and missing the larger one. So we obtain 
(2p)!/(p - l)!(p + l)! 
many half-spaces which are pairwise intersecting, incomparable, and non-supple- 
mentary. 
One could think of a ‘direction’ in X as a maximal family of half-spaces which 
are pairwise comparable, disjoint, or supplementary. Then the existence of an 
independent set in X leads to the existence of a number of directions required to 
let this set be independent. In Table 1 below, we have considered [w” with a sublinear 
convexity generated by the n coordinateprojections and their sum. As this convexity 
is coarser than the linear convexity, its Radon number cannot exceed n + 1. One 
can see that the n + 1 vertices of the unit simplex are independent for the convexity 
in consideration, so its Radon number is exactly n + 1. 
Table 1 
dimension number of directions: 
actual/required, if S4 
3 4 3 
5 5 4 
5 6 10 
6 7 15 
7 8 35 
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Clearly, the actual number of directions is far insufficient in dimensions >4. The 
above argument does not decide in dimensions 3 and 4. 
Other sublinear convexities on R” may have a different Radon number, so the 
above table cannot be used for them. For particular sublinear convexities on R”, 
the Radon number has been computed in [2] (due to a different definition of the 
Radon number, one should add one unit to the numerical results in [2]). 
We note that a sublinear convexity on W’ is always regular (and hence &), as 
can be seen from an argument in [18, 5.21. 
3. Convex hyperspaces: second counterexample 
3.1. Uniformizable and metrizable convexity. Let p be a uniformity on X and let 
‘% be a topological convexity on X. If U E p and A c X, then we put 
U[A] = {x : (a, x) E U for some a E A}. 
Then ‘% is compatible with p provided for each U EG there is a VEI,L such that 
for each C E %, 
h ( WCI) = U[Cl. 
In these circumstances, % is called a uniform convexity on X, and (X, CL, U) is a 
uniform convex structure. 
If there exists a uniformity (a metric) on X, compatible with the topological 
convexity ‘% on X, then (X, 55’) is a uniformizable (metrizable) convex structure and 
V is a uniformizable (metrizable) convexity on X, 
A uniformizable convex structure is closure-stable by [17,2.2]. If, in addition, 
the structure is Sq, then it is semi-regular, and even regular if polytopes are compact, 
[17,2.5]. 
3.2. Proposition. Let %’ be a finitely generated sublinear convexity on R”. Then 
(R”, %‘) is a metrizabfe convex structure. 
Proof. Let 9 be the finite collection of functionals that generates YZ. To each f E 9 
a vector e can be associated with f(x) = (e, x) (inner product) for all x E R”. We 
assume for convenience that -f E 9 for each f E 9, and that each e is a unit vector. 
Let K c R” be a cone, that is, 
K+KcK, t.KcK (taO), 
and put 
Then K* is again a cone, K* is closed, and K n K* = {0} (0: origin). 
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Now suppose that the cone K # R” is closed and that K E 95’. As a closed member 
of (e, K can be written in the form 
,!j fY’ [air bil, -~~aaisbi~~, figF. 
If ai < bi, then t * K c K for t 3 0 implies that ai = -co or that bi = +a, and K # R” 
implies that the other one of ai, bi is 0. As 9 is invariant under the minus sign, we 
can write 
(1) 
where the collection of fi, k + 1 sj s Z, is invariant under ‘minus’. Let ei be the 
vector associated to fi, 1 G i c I. The closed ordinary convex set 
D={~~K*:(x,ei)~lfori=l,...,I} 
is compact. To see this, note that OE D, and hence that D is compact iff each 
half-ray L through 0 meets D in a bounded (closed) set. Take 4 EL n D, q f 0. 
Then for some i, (4, ei) > 0, for otherwise 4 E K by (l), and q E K n K * implies that 
q = 0. Hence for a sufficiently large t > 0, 
(t * 49 ei)>l, t*qEK”, 
and hence t * qdLnD. 
Having shown that D is compact, we conclude that there is a p = p (K) > 0 such 
that 
Vx ED: d(O,x)sp (d: Euclidean distance) (2) 
After using invariancy under scalar multiplication, we find that: 
IfxEK*issuchthat(x,ei)st>Ofori=l,...,l,then 
d(O,x)cp . t. (3) 
As V is finitely generated, there are but finitely many closed %-cones K # R” 
(see the expression (1) for such a K), and we put 
CL = max& (K): K f R” a closed V-cone}. 
We are now able to prove compatibility of %’ with d as follows. Let E >O, and 
put 6 = E/,u. In order to show that 
VCEV: h(B(C,S))CB(C,&) (4) 
(where B(C, r) denotes the set of all x at a distance <r from C), it suffices to 
establish (4) for C compact (in fact, for C a polytope). Let 
4 Eh(B(C, 6))\C 
and let p EC be the (unique) nearest-point of q in C. By translation invariancy, 
we may assume that p = 0. Then for each x E C, (x, q) c 0, and the same then holds 
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for x in the closed cone 
K=Ut-C, 
130 
which is in %’ (see Section 2.4). Write K in the form (1). As 
4Eh(B(C,G))=h(B(K,S)), 
we find for each i = 1,. . . , 1 that fi(q) <S, and hence by (3) that 
d(O,q)CS ‘/.l =.s, 
thus establishing (4) for the compact C E V. Cl 
3.3. Convex hypetspaces. Let X be a topological convex structure. Then V:(X) 
will denote the collection of all nonempty compact convex subsets of X. This set 
can be topologized as a subspace of the hyperspace H(X) of X. Recall that H(X) 
is the set of all nonempty closed subsets of X, with as a base of open sets the 
collection of all sets of type 
(0 1, . . . IO,,) = [A E N(X): A ciJOi,AnOi#@fori=l,...,n 
i=l I 
where 01,. . . , 0, are open sets in X. Equivalently, there is a closed subbase for 
H(X) consisting of all sets of type (C) or (C, X) where C cX is closed. 
The convex hyperspace of X is the space w:(X), equipped with the convexity 
generated (see 2.4) by the sets of type (C) or (C, X) where C c.X is convex closed. 
Let us mention the following hull formula, valid for closure-stable convexities: if 
Cl, * . . , C,, E V:,*(X), then C E h(C1,. . . , Cn} iff 
(1) CC Cl h(LJrzl Ci); 
(2) ifctECl,..., c~EC,, then Cnh{cI,. . . ,cn}#O. 
This construction was already considered in [7, 
extensively in [19] from a dimension point of view. 
from [lo]. 
131, and it was studied more 
Much of our motivation arose 
3.4. Rank of a convexity. A subset F of X is free relative to the convexity of X 
if x g h (F\(x)) for each x E F. The rank of X is the supremum of all n < cg such that 
there is a free set with n or more points, [4,18]. 
Our interest in this invariant is due to the following result, [19,2.3]: for separable 
metrizable Sd-convexities with connected convex sets and with compact polytopes, 
rank equals the dimension of the convex hyperspace. 
For the determination of the rank, the following auxilliary invariant has proved 
useful. The generating degree of a convex structure X is the infimum of all n <CO 
such that there is a subbase for V(X) which can be decomposed as a union of n 
chains. See [18, Section 21, where it was observed that rank does not exceed 
generating degree. 
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We write 
d(X) = rank of X, 9 e=(X) = generating degree of X 
3.5. Proposition. Let V be a sublinear convexity on IR” generated by a family of 
functionals 9such that no scalar multiple of an f E 9is in 9again. 
(1) Iffisfinite, then d(!R”, %‘)=ge4R”, %‘)=2#9 
(2) If 9is infinite, then d(R”, %e) =~e~e(R”, %‘) = CO. 
Proof. Up to scalar multiplication, each member of 9 determines two antipodal 
points on the (n -1)-sphere. These are exactly the points at which there exists a 
tangent ‘%‘-hyperplane in case 9 is finite; for 9 infinite, there may be other points 
as well with this property. In either case, the indicated collection of points is free, 
showing that 
2#9Sd(R”, %:) (where # 9 is CO if 9 is infinite). 
On the other hand, ‘%’ is generated by a subbase, built up by 2 # 9 chains of type 
{f_‘[t, +): t E R}, or {f-‘(c, t]: t E &I} 
where f E 9, showing that 
geFzz(OBn, %) S 2 # 9. 
Application of the inequality d s 9 ~PZ then gives the desired result. 0 
3.6. Lemma. Let X be a uniformizable and S4 convex structure such that for each 
two compact convex sets Cl, C,, Cl h (Cl v C,) is compact again. Let 0 c Xbe convex 
open. Then the following closure formulas hold in %?z (X): 
W(O) n %I! (X)) = (Cl(O)) A %:,* (X), 
Cl((0, X) n %,* (X)) = (Cl(O), X) n %Z (X). 
The operator Cl h ( > is usually called the convex closure operator. 
Proof of 3.6. Let D E (0-J A %‘z (X), and let Q be a basic hyperspace neighborhood 
of D, say: 
%=(01,...,0,) 
where Oi, . . . , 0, are open sets in X As D clJY=t=1 Oi, we obtain from [17,2.3] 
that there is a convex open set P with 
DCPCfi Oi. 
i--l 
As D c O- and D A Oi # 0 for each i, we can fix a point 
XiEOinPnO. 
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Then D’= h{xr, . . . , x,} has the following properties: 
D’E(Or,...,O,) (since D’ c P), 
D’cO (since 0 is convex). 
It follows that D is in the closure of (0) n %‘f (X), establishing the inclusion ‘1’. 
The other inclusion is trivial. 
Suppose next that D E(O-,X)~%?~(X), and let (Or,. . . , 0,) be a basic 
neighborhood of D. As before, let P be a convex open set with 
bcPc?J or. 
i=l 
Then as D n O- # 0, we can fix a point x E P n 0. Also, D n Or f 0, and hence we 
canfi~pointsx~~DnO~,i=l,...,n.ThenD’=h{x~,...,x,,x}isincludedinP 
and it meets each Oi, whence 
D’E (01,. . . , 0,). 
Also, D’E(O,X)A%~(X), proving that D is in the closure of (O,X)nVT(X). 
Again, the other inclusion is obvious. 0 
3.7. Theorem. LetXbe a uniformizable and Sq convex structure such that the convex 
closure of the union of two compact convex sets is compact again. If X has the 
continuity property, then so does %:a (X). 
Proof. By [14,4.3], a convex structure has the continuity property iff every interval 
is in continuous position. By [14,4.4], a convex closed set C of a regular closure- 
stable convexity is in continuous position iff for each open huff-space 0 meeting 
C it is true that 
O-nC=Cl(OnC). 
Now note that the convex hyperspace is regular and closure stable by results in 
[19, Section 11. Hence we are lead to ask: let Ci and C2 be in %‘z (X), and let 0 
be an open half-space of %‘:c* (X) meeting h{C1, C,}. Is it then true that 
6’-nh{C1, CZ}~C1(Qnh{C1, C,})? (1) 
By [19,1.2], there exists an open half-space 0 CX such that 
a=(O)n%,*(X), or Q=(O,X)n%Z(X), 
First case : 0 = (0, X) n %z (X). Let (01, . . . , 0,) be a basic hyperspace neigh- 
borhood of C E Cl(B) n h{C1, C,} and let P CX be a convex open set with 
CcPcP-ci) Oi. 
i=l 
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As CE~{CI, C,}, we find that Cc Cl h(C1uC2). As 0 meets h{Ci, C,}, we find 
that one of Ci, C, meets 0, whence 0 meets Cl h (C, u Cz). By the continuity 
property, 
0-n Cl h(Ci u C,) = Cl(0 n Cl h(C1 u Cd), 
and as C meets O- (see Lemma 3.6), we may conclude that 
PnOnClh(CluCdf0. 
Choose a point x in this set, and put 
C’ = Cl h (C u {ix},. 
Then C’ is compact by assumption, and 
CcC’cClh(CluC2)nP-, 
from which it follows that C’ is in h{C1, C2}n(OI, . . . , 0,). This shows that 
C E Cl(0 n h(C1, CZ}). 
Second case: 0 =(O)n%‘:(X). Let C be a member of b-n h(C1, CZ}, let 
(01, * *. 9 0,) be a basic neighborhood of C, and let P c X be convex open, such that 
CcPcP_CiJ Oi. 
i=l 
Note that one of Cl, Cz is included in 0 since 0 meets h(C1, C,}. 
If cl E Ci and c2 E C2, then C E h{C1, CZ} implies that 
Cnh{c1,cdf0. 
Let u be a point in this set. Then u E P n Oi for some i, and as C c O-, we have 
u~O-nh{c~,c~}=C1(Onh{c~,c~}). 
Hence we can find a point 
xEPnOinOnh{c1,c2}. 
Let P(cI, c2) be a convex open set of X with 
xEP(cI,c2)CC1P(cI,c2)CPnOin0. 
As the convex hull operator of X is continuous on finite subsets of X, [17, 2.51, 
there exist neighborhoods U(ci, c2) of cl and V(cI, c2) of c2 such that for c; E 
U(ci, ~2) and for c; E V(CI, CZ), 
h{cLci)nP(c1,c2)f0. 
As Ci and C2 are both compact, there is a finite refinement of the product cover 
W(c1, c2) x Vkl, c2): Cl E Cl, C2E Cd, 
of type 
{Wll), . * * , ~(cl,)Ixw(c2l), . * * 7 W2,)I. 
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NOW 0 meets Cl h(Clu CZ) since one of Cr, C, is included in 0. Hence by the 
continuity property, 
CcO-nh(CluCz)=C1(OnC1h(CluCz)). 
As C is covered by the sets of type P n Oi, we can fix points 
xtEPnOinOnClh(CluCz). 
Then put 
C’=Clh 
K 
fi &ZlP( ct,,Clj)nClh(C*uC2))uIX1,...r~~}]. i-1 j=1 
Note that C’C P- and that C’ meets each Oi, whence 
C’E(01,...,0”). 
Also, C’ is the convex closure of the union of finitely many compact convex sets, 
each included in 0, whence by convexity of the latter, C’ is a member of 0. Finally, 
if c r E Cr and ca E CZ, then there exist i E (1, . . . , p} and j E (1, . . . , q} with 
Cl E u(Cli), C2 E V(CZj)* 
Consequently, 
As h{c*, c2}c Cl h(C1 u C2), we find that h{cl, c2} n C’# 0. Since C’ is included in 
Cl h(C1 u C2), we may conclude that C’E h{C1, C,}. 
This shows that C is in the closure of 0 n h(C1, Cz}, establishing the theorem. Cl 
For our next result on convex hyperspaces we will need the following auxilliary 
result on Helly numbers. 
3.8. Lemma. Let X be a uniformizabfe and S4 convex structure with compact 
polytopes. Then the following assertions are equivalent for each n, 0 G n < ~0. 
(1) The Heliy number of X is at most n ; 
(2) If p >n and if HI, . . . , HP are closed half-spaces of X meeting n by n, then 
these half-spaces have a point in common. 
Proof. That (1) implies (2) is a particular case of a general result, [ll, p. 2801. As 
for the opposite implication, we will first show the following: 
Claim. Let Cl,. . . , C, be compact convex sets with no point in common. Then 
there exist closed half-spaces HI, . . . , HP of X such that 
CtcHi fori=l,...,p, and A Hi=0. 
i=l 
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Indeed, as X is uniformizable, there exist convex open sets 01,. . . , 0, of X, such 
that 
Ci c Ui, 6 Oi=0, 
i=l 
[17, 2.31. By the second axiom of convexity, there exist maximal convex open sets 
0; with these properties. Then each Oi is a half-space. To see this, note that since 
Oi is disjoint with the intersection of the other Or, there exists a maximal convex 
set K with the properties 
fl OjcK9 KnOi=0. 
j#i 
Then K is closed since K- enjoys the same properties, and K is a half-space, since 
by the axiom Sd there exist a half-space K’x K missing Or, whence K = K’ by 
maximality. 
Hence X\K is an open half-space including Oi and missing nj+i Oj, and Oi =X\K 
by maximality. 
As Ci is a compact convex set missing the closed convex set X\Oi, it follows 
from [17,2.5] that there is a closed half-space H;: of X with 
CicHicOi, i=l,...,p. 
These half-spaces are the required ones. 
Now suppose that F = {aI, . . . , a,} is a subset of X with exactly p >n points, 
and that F is non-degenerate: 
h h (F\{ai)) = 0. 
i=l 
As polytopes are compact, there exist closed half-spaces H;: including h (F\{ui}) with 
n?=l Hi =0 by the above claim. By (2) there exist iI,. . . , i, ~(1,. . . ,p} such that 
(7z=r Hi, =0. Asp >n, there exists an i in (1, . . . ,p}\{i,, . . . , in}. But then 
at E A h F\{uiel) c kc1 Hi,, 
k=l 
a contradiction. 
We now obtain the following extension of [8,5.4]: 
3.9. Theorem. Let X be a uniformizuble and S., convex structure, such that the 
convex closure of the union of two compact convex sets is compact again. Then the 
He& number of X equals the one of its convex hyperspuce. 
Proof. Let R be the Helly number of X, and let & be the one of V:(X). We first 1 
show that R s/l.. Suppose n CR, where 0 <n < 03. Then there exists a finite set 
F={ul,. . . , a,}, p kn, 
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which is non-degenerate: 
A h (F\{aJ) = 0. 
i=l 
For each 6i, . . . , b, in X it is clear that 
h{{bi], - f * ,{6,}}=(h{b1,...,6,})n~~(X) 
(see the hull formula in 3.3). It easily follows that 
ii h{(q): j # i} = 0, 
i=l 
and hence that k an. 
We next show that d s R. Assume R G n, where n < CO, and let xi, . . . , XP (p > n ) 
be closed half-spaces of q:(X) meeting n by n. By [19, 1.21 each closed half-space 
of %TZ (X) is of type 
(C)n+?(X) or (C,X)n%Z(X), 
where C CX is a closed half-space. We may put 
WI, * * . , ~,l={(C~)n~~W), . . .  (C,)n+CVOl 
u{(D1,X)nT8(X), . . . ,(D,-,,X)n%,XW)l. 
Fix a j in (1,. . . , p -q}, If F is a subset of (1, . . . , q} with at most n - 1 members, 
then 
f-l (CJn(Q,X)n%W)fO, 
ieF 
and if F has n members, then 
0 (CJn%Z(X)#O. 
ieF 
It follows that for this fixed j, the sets Ci, . . . , C,, Di meet n by n. As As n, it 
follows from Lemma 3.8 that 
pI CinDi#@. 
i=l 
Choose a point xj in this set and put A = h{xl, . . . , x,_,}. We obtain that’ 
AE~ (Ci)np<(Dj,X)n%T(X). 
i=l j=l 
Since %‘z (X) is uniformizable and S4, and since its polytopes are compact, [19, $11, 
it follows from Lemma 3.8 that k < n, completing the proof of k s R. 0 
We now turn to the construction of our next counterexample. 
’ If p = q, then A = ni Ci will do the job. 
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3.10. Second counterexample. Let fl, fz : 52’ +R denote the projection to the ith 
coordinate, i = 1,2, and let f. =fl +f2. Take %? as the sublinear convexity generated 
byfo, fl, f2, and let X be the convex hyperspace %z (R’). Put 
O,=f;‘tb, +I, Oi =f;‘(O, +), i = 192. 
It is easily seen that the sets 
are open half-spaces of X. Let d denote the (unit) simplex with faces determined 
by the fi: 
d = ifi f?[O, 11. 
We will prove that 
i?J=C!&nO;nO;n(d) 
is a three-dimensional convex subset of X with Kelly and Carathkodory number equal 
to three, which is not join-hull commutative. 
First, note that by Lemma 3.6, 
0; =(O;)n(R2\Oi, R2)nX=(O;)n(O;, R2)nX. 
As 0”1 meets 0; and as B2 meets 0; n6’;, we obtain from the continuity property 
of X (see 3.7) that 
6’; n 6’; = relative boundary of o1 n 6’; in Ob, 
O;nO;nBb= relative boundary of 0’2 n 0; n 0; in 6’; n Oh. 
By applying [15, 3.41 three times, we obtain 
cindO;n0;nObScindO;n&,-lGcind0b-2GcindX-3. (I) 
Note that (R2, %:) has rank 6 by 3.5, whence X is 6-dimensional by [19,2.3]. By 
(l), ??J is at most 3-dimensional. To see that it is at least 3-dimensional, consider 
the polytope P in Fig. 2 below: P E 9 has six edges, three of which rest on Ob, 
O;, and O;, respectively. The remaining three edges each have one degree of 
freedom, letting them travel parallelly over a small distance. This allows to produce 
an embedding of a 3-cube in $8. 
The Helly number of (R’, %‘) is easily seen to be 3, whence X has Helly number 
3 (Theorem 3.9). Consequently, 9 has Helly number ~3. That &(a) # 2 will follow 
from the fact that 3 is not join-hull commutative - see below - but the reader can 
also verify this by hand. 
We next show that the CarathCodory number of d is at most 3, and hence equal 
to three since R($~)sc(~) by [16,1.6]. Assume to the contrary that there exist 
Cl,..., C, (p 24) in 9, together with a point 
CEh{Cl,.. .p Cpl\G h{Cl, *. - 9 ei::, - * a 9 Cp} 
i=l 
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Fig. 2. 
(the symbol ‘*’ indicates that Ci is omitted). For each i = 1, . . . , p there is a closed 
half-space Zi of X with 
CEXi C1,...,~i,...,CpEX\rti. 
Note that then Ci ~.?iii, since C is in the hull of Cl,. . . , C,. By [19,1.2], each 5’li 
is of 
type 1: (Ki)fIX, or Of type 2: (Ki, lR’)nX, 
where Ki is a Y-half-space of R*. For 3i5i of type 1, we find that 
C, Cr c Ki, CkeKi (kfi), (2) 
and for S’Zi of type 2, we find that 
CnKiZOfCinKi, C’knKi=O (kfi). (3) 
As observed in 2.6, each Ki must be of the form 
f;’ (+, ti] or fy’[til +) (j = 0, 1,2). 
Now note that each member of G8 must include the entire line segment of 0; in 
between 0; and 0;. This allows us to reduce the number of possibilities: 
(2’) if S!i is of type 1, then 
Ki =fy’ (+, ti] (type 1, i=O, 1,2); 
(3’) if xi is of type 2, then 
Ki =fy’[ti, 3) (type 2j9 i = 0, 1,2) 
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(one can also derive some restrictions on the values of ti, but this is not relevant 
for the argument below). 
For a fixed i up, all six possibilities for Xi are indicated in Fig. 3 below. For the 
sake of simplicity, a member of 9 is represented by its skew upper edge only, 
which allows to ‘reconstruct’ the set. An endpoint of such an edge is marked only 
when this information is relevant. 
Fig. 3 
Let i#k be in {l,... ,p}. It is clear that types lo and 2O cannot occur simul- 
taneously (once for i, once for k). Similarly, types lt and 2i, as well as types l2 
and 22, do not occur together. Also, none of the pictures lo,. . . ,22 will occur twice 
(once for i, once for k): for the pictures of type 1, this is because C must meet 
every %‘-polytope of type h{ci: j up}, with cj E Cj; for the pictures of type 2, this is 
because C must be included in Cl h(U~zl Ci). We have twice been using the fact 
that C is in the hyperspace hull of the Ci; see 3.3 above for a description of such 
a hull. 
A contradiction is now easily derived: for each i = 1, . . . , p we must end up with 
one of the above six pictures. As p 24, this is not possible without violating the 
‘rules’ established above. Hence ~(9) G 3. 
We are left with a proof that 9 is not join-hull commutative. To this end, consider 
the following members of X: 
C1 =fX, 116W 9, 
c* =ftx, llnf;‘Co, iI, 
D =fi-‘[i, $]nf;‘[o, -) nfi_‘[O, +). 
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One can see that Cr, Cz, D are in 9. We now construct a point E of h{C,, CZ, D} 
which is not in 
U #CC’, D1: C E h{Cr, C,]) 
as follows: 
1 1 1 
E =fi [a, zlnfL’[O, 8nfi’KJ :I (see Fig. 4). 
It is clear that 
Ech(C1vC2uD)=fi1[& l]nft’[O, llnfi-‘[O, 11, 
and that for each cl E Cr, c2 E Cl, d ED, the polytope h{ct, 122, d} meets E in its 
‘top’ element ($, i). Hence E is in h(C1, C2, D). 
Let C be any member of h(C1, CZ}, and consider the two points 
3 1 
z1=cG4), 12 = (b, :,. 
-- 
Fig. 4. 
As zr E Cr and 22 E C2, we find that C meets the line segment [rr, ZZ]E %? in some 
point c. Then, for instance, c # zl, and hence f2(c) >a. But the point d = (0, $1 is 
in D, and h{c, d} c f;’ (a, +). Consequently, E does not meet h{c, d}, and 
Eg h{C, D}, 
We note by [12,10.9] that 
d- 1 S c S max{R, 8 - 1). 
From the above computed values of R, C, we deduce that 8~4. It is not possible 
that 4~3 by Proposition 2.1. Cl 
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3.11. Problem. It appears that many ‘nice’ properties of a convex structure are 
preserved when passing to convex hyperspaces. For instance, uniformizability and 
rnetrizability, [ 19, 1.41, separation properties, [ 19, 1 S], connectedness of convex 
sets, [19, 1.31, the continuity property, Theorem 3.7 above, and the property of 
having a prescribed Helly number, Theorem 3.9 above. It appears from 3.10 that 
join-hull commutativity is not preserved. 
For a regular closure-stable convex structure X with compact polytopes and with 
the continuity property on a connected space, it was shown in [16,2.9] that the 
Caratheodory number of X equals cind X or cind X + 1, and the latter is in order 
iff the Helly number of X equals cind X + 1, provided that X is also join-hull 
commutative. The problem whether or not this additional condition is redundant 
could be checked on convex hyperspaces. 
Let X be a metrizable and Sq convex structure with compact polytopes and with 
the continuity property on a connected space. Then its convex hyperspace enjoys 
the same properties, and its dimension equals the rank of X by [19,2.3]. Also, the 
rank of X is at least twice the dimension of X by [l&4.3]. Hence, if 0 < cind X < 00, 
then the Helly number of the convex hyperspace cannot be equal to its dimension 
plus one. If the convex hyperspace were join-hull commutative, then its 
Caratheodory number were equal to its dimension, i.e. to the rank of X, by a result 
quoted above. 
Is it true, for an X as above, that the Caratheodory number of v,*(X) equals 
the rank ofX? It is easy to see that it is at least equal to the rank of X. 
3.12. Problem. As the &-requirement is such a useful one in dealing with convex 
hyperspaces, it may be of interest to know under which circumstances a sublinear 
convexity must be Sq. For instance, every sublinear convexity on the 2-plane is Sq: 
this is implicit in the argument of [18,5.2]. Also, a sublinear convexity on R” 
generated by rz (independent) functionals must have a Helly number 2, and for 
such convexities, semi-regularity is known to imply S,, [14,2.9]. 
Finally, we want to ask under which conditions a sublinear convexity must be 
join-hull commutative. The two types of examples given above both have this 
property. 
Note added in proof 
V.G. Boltjanskii and P.S. Soltan [21] have studied a notion of ‘H-convexity’ in 
Euclidean space, closely related to our ‘sublinear convexity’. We note that H- 
convexity does not involve the second axiom of convexity. 
However, results on convex invariants can easily be transferred from ‘H- 
convexity’ to ‘sublinear convexity’, and lot. cit. thm. 6.4 then gives some valuable 
information on the Helly number of a ‘sublinear convexity’. 
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